This paper shows that an N-node AKS network (as described by Paterson) can be embedded in a~-node degree-8 multibutterfly network with load 1, congestion 1, and dilation 2. The result has several implications, including the first deterministic algorithms for sorting and finding the median of n logn keys on an n-input multibuttertly in O(log n) time, a work-efficient deterministic algorithm for finding the median of n logz n log log n keys on an n-input multibutterfly in O(log n log log n) time, and a three-dimensional VLSI layout for the n-input AKS network with volume 0(n3/2). While these algorithms are not practical, they provide further evidence of the robustness of multibutterfly networks. We also present a separate, and more practical, deterministic algorithm for routing h relations on an n-input multibutterfly in O(h + log n) time. Previously, only algorithms for solving h one-to-one routing problems were known. Finally, we show that a 2-folded butterfly, whose individual splitters do not exhibit expansion, can emulate a bounded-degree multibutterfly with (CS, ,@-expansion, for any a . /3 < 1/4.
This result was surprising because no improvement in the asymptotic depth of sorting networks had been made since Batcher's invention of the 0(log2 n)-depth bitonic sorting network 15 years earlier [Bat68] . Indeed, the difficulty of improving on Batcher's construction led Knuth to conjecture that there was no sorting network with depth O(log n) [Knu73, p. 243] .
The AKS sorting network differed from previous constructions in one crucial respect: it incorporated expansion into its structure. Expansion is a graph-theoretic notion. An 1 x r bipartite graph is said to have (a, /3)-expcmsion if every set of z nodes on the left side has at least @z neighbors on the right side, provided that x s cd, where a and /3 are constants, cs < 1, and~> 1. This property is most interesting when r s 1, for when r >> 1, it is easy to construct graphs with expansion. As it happens, a random k-regular 1 x 1 bipartite graph is likely to be an expander for any k z 3, [Pin73] , Explicit constructions were first discovered by Margulis [Mar73, Mar75] , and have since been greatly improved. So far, however, the expansion achieved by the explicit constructions is still about a factor of two smaller than the expected expansion of a random graph. A nice summary of the state of the art in expander graphs can be found in [Kah95] .
One drawback to the AKS network is that the big-O notation hides large constant factors. In contras~the depth of the bitonic sorting network is (log2 n)/2 + (log rt)/2 [CLR90, p. 650]. Some progress has been made in simplifying the AKS network and in improving the constant factors in its depth [Pat90] , but for practical values of n, the depth of bitonic sort is much smaller. To date, however, all O(log n)-depth sorting networks are based on the AKS construction.
Two notable AKS-based sorting networks are Leighton's sorting network [Lei85] , and Ma's fault-tolerant sorting network [Ma96] . Leighton showed how to construct an N-node degree-3 network capable of sorting N keys in O(log N) steps. His network implements the cofumnsort algorithm, and uses a @(N/ log N)-input AKS network in a pipelined fashion.
Ma showed how to construct an n-input sorting network with O(log rz) depth that can sustain constantprobability pamive faults at its comparators, and still sort correctly with high probability. In the passive fault model, a faulty-comparator can be viewed as having been removed from the network.
Another network that incorporates expansion into its structure is the multibutterjiy.
The basic structure of this network was introduced by Bassalygo and Pinsker [BP74J, who showed that two back-to-back multibutterfliesform an fl(log n)-depth nonblocking network. Here n is the number of input and output terminals of the network. A network is called nonblockitzg if every unused input terminal can be connected by a path through unused edges (or nodes) to any unused output terminal, regardless of which inputs and outputs have already been connected. Bassalygo and Pinsker did not use the term multibutterfly, and their network differed from the multibutterflies considered in the rest of this paper in one technical detail: although the out-degree of each node in the network was bounded, the in-degree was not necessarily so. It is not difficult, however, to modify their construction so that the degree of all nodes is bounded; they probably did not consider it important.
The term "multibutterfly" was introduced by Upfal [Upf89] .
In his seminal paper, Upfal proved that an rzinput multibutterfly can route any permutation of n packets from the inputs to the outputs of a multibutterily in O(log n) steps deterministically.
(In fact, he showed that even a collection of log n permutations can be routed in O(log n) time.) Because it can sort, the AKS network can also solve these problems in O(log n) time. In the AKS network, however, the running time of the algorithm cannot be separated from the size and depth of the network. In the mtdtibutterfly, on the other hand, although the O(log lV) bound on the running time hides some moderately large constants, the network itself can be constructed by merging just two copies of the ordinary butterily network (hence the name multibutterfiy).
Furthermore, simulations show that the running time of the routing algorithm is actually smaller than the O(log IV) upper bound implies [LM92, LLM90] . Hence, a case can be made for the practicality of multibuttertlies, and several studies have explored their implementation [BCL94, CED92, DKM91, DKM92].
Although no deterministic O(log n)-step sorting algorithm for multibuttertlies was previously known, the network was known to have some capabilities that the AKS network was not known to have. For example, Leighton and Maggs showed that multibutter-flies are highly fault tolerant [LM92] . In particular, they showed that even if an adversary is permitted to place~worst-case fail-stop faults in a multibutterfly, there is still some set of n-O(f) inputsand n-0(~) outputs between which any permutation of packets can be routed in O(log n) steps, In the fail-stop fault model, a faulty node cannot communicate with its neighbors at all. As a consequence, fail-stop faults are more difficult to tolerate than passive faults. Leighton and Maggs also showed LIla[cvell if every node in the network fails with some small, but constant, probability, with high probability [here is still some set of G(n) inputs and G(n) outputs between which any permutation can be routed in O(log n) time. As Bassalygo and Pinsker showed, the multibutterfly can also be used to construct a nonblocking network. Arora, Leighton, and Maggs termed two back-to-back multibutterflies a multi-Bene3 network, and showed that not only is a multi-Benei network nonblocking, but any set of new paths can be established in this network in O(log n) steps, even if many requests for new paths are made simultaneously [ALM96] . The algorithms for reconfiguring a multibutterfly with faults and for establishing disjoint paths were later improved in [GMP94] and [Pip96], respectively.
Our results
In this paper, we show that multibutterfly networks are at least as powerful as the AKS sorting network. In particular, we show that an N-node AKS network can be embedded in a~-node degree-8 multibutterfly with load 1, congestion 1, and dilation 2. As a consequence, an IV-node multibutter-fly can emulate an N-node AKS network with constant slowdown.
The embedding has several other immediate implications. The emulation of the AKS network by the multibuttertly, along with Leighton's columnsort algorithm [Lei85] , yields the first deterministic O(log N)-step algorithm for sorting N elements on an N-node multibutterfly.
The sorting algorithm can then be used to construct the first deterministic O(log N)-step algorithms for finding the median of N elements and for routing with combining on multibutterflies. It also yields a work-efficient deterministic algorithm for finding the median of N log N log log N elements in O(log N log log N) time on an N-node multibutterfly. Because the embedding of the AKS network into the multibutterfly has constant load and congestion, bounds on the VLSI layout area and volume for the multibutterfly translate to the AKS network as well. An n-input multibuttertly network can be laid out in two dimensions with area 0(n2), and in three dimensions with volume 0(n3i2 ), and these bounds are tight. The two-dimensional layout area of the AKS network was known before [BP85a, BP85b] , but the three-dimensional layout is new.
We also present two deterlminislic algorithms I"or solving -to-one routing problems on an n-input butterlly in ()(h + log n) time. One applies when h is known, and the other when it is not. Previous routing algorithms could solve II, one-to-one problems in a pipelined fashion [LM92, Upf89], but assumed that each packet carried the label of the one-toone problem to which it belonged. An algorithm for solving h-to-one routing problems can also used to route h relations.
In an h relation, each source sends at most h packets, and each destination receives at most h packets. One motivation for designing algorithms that route h relations is that routing an h relation is the primitive communication step in the BSP model of computation [Va190] , for which there are growing libraries of parallel programs [GLR+96, MR94, McC94] . Finally, we show that a 2-folded butterfly (i.e., a degree-8 multibutterfly), whose individual splitters do not exhibit expansion can emulate a bounded-degree multibutterfly with an (a, @)-expansion property, for any a. @ < 1/4.
The fact that an N-node multibuttertly network contains an N-node AKS network does not imply that the multibutterfly is an inherently impractical network. Although the sorting algorithm implied by the embedding is not practical, there is no requirement that the multibutterfly be used in this fashion. Indeed, independent of the sorting algorithm, the multibutterfly is an efficient and highly fault-tolerant routing network.
Other related results
Prior to this work, the fastest deterministic algorithm for sorting N keys on an N-node multibutterfly was the Sharesort algorithm of Cypher and Plaxton [CP90] . This algorithm was designed to run on the butterfly network, or on any other hypercubic network (e.g., the shuffleexchange network and the hypercube).
Since the multibutter-fly network contains a butterfly network, it applies to multibutterflies as well (but doesn 't take advantage of the expansion in the multibutterfly).
There are several variants of this algorithm. The fastest uniform version runs in O(log JV(log log N)z) time, but there is a non-uniform version that runs in O(log N log log N) time. Our embedding result yields an O(log iV)-time algorithm for the multibuttetiy. Note that the sorting problem can also be solved on an N-node butterfly (or multibutterfly) in O(log N) time using the randomized Flashsort algorithm of Reif and Valiant [LMRR94, RV87] .
Prior to this work, the fastest deterministic selection algorithm for multibutterflies was the algorithm of Berthom6, Femeira, Maggs, Perennes, and Plaxton [BFM+93] . This algorithm selects the kth largest element from among N elements on an N-node butterfly (or any other hypercubic network) in O(log N log* N) time. Like the Sharesort algorithm, this algorithm does not make use of expansion when run on a multibutterfly. Since the selection problem can be solved in linear time sequentially [BFP+73], this algorithm, which performs N log N log* N work, is not work efficient. Furthermore, Plaxton [Pla89] showed that any deterministic tdgorithm for solving the seIection problem on a N-node hypercubic network requires f2((iVf/N) log log iV + log IV) time in the worst case, where M is the number of input elements. This translates to a lower bound of !2(J4 log log N + N log N) on the work required. Hence, there can be no deterministic work-efficient selection algorithm on a hypercubic network.
(This lower bound does not apply, however, to multibutterlies.)
Recently, Plaxton showed that for M/iV = log N, any deterministic algorithm for selection on a bounded-degree N-node hypercubic network requires fl(log3i2 N) steps [Pla95] . He also presents an algorithm that runs in 0(log3'2 N(log log N)2) time on any N-node hypercubic network.
For bounded-degree expander-based networks, two optimal deterministic algorithms for selection are known. For the case of finding the kth largest out of N elements on an N-node ,network, the AKS sorting network combined with columnsort can be used to sort the elements (and hence solve the selection problem) in O(log N) time [Lei85] . This algorithm is optimal because selection on any bounded-degree N-node network requires fl(log N) time. The kth largest of M elements, M 2 N, can be found in O((M/N) + log N log log(M/N)) time on an N-node expander-based network using an implementation of a PRAM algorithm due to Vkhkin [VIS87] that invokes the AKS sorting network and columnsort as subroutines [Pla89] . This algorithm is workoptimal for M/N 2 log N log log(M/N) ). Our embedding result implies that a multibutterfly network can perform both of these algorithms. Note that the latter algorithm beats Plaxton's lower bound for hypercubic networks, thus implying a separation in power between expander-based networks and hypercubic networks. Rappoport [Rap96] has recently proved an even larger separation, namely that the largest butterfly that can efficiently emulate an N-node multibutterfly has fewer than N' nodes, for all constants 6 > 0. For u(1)~M/N < o(log N log log(M/N)) the asymptotic complexity of selection on bounded-degree networks is currently not known.
Outline
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sections 2 and 3 we define the multibutterfly and AKS networks, respectively.
Our embedding of an AKS network into a multibutter-fly network is presented in Section 4. Algorithms for routing h-relations on multibutterflies are described in Section 5. In Section 6 we show that a 2-folded butterfly can emulate a multibutterfly with (a, ,@-expansion We conclude in Section 7 with some open problems.
2

Multibutterfly networks
A d-dimensional multibutterlly network (MBF) consists of d + 1 levels, each containing of 2d nodes. We view these levels as being stacked vertically, with level O at the top, and level d at the bottom. Let (~, j) denote the jth node on level L Whhin a level, we view the nodes as being arranged from left to right in order of increasing labels. The nodes on each level I are partitioned into 2t sets A1,o,. ... Ae,2,-1, where
The nodes in Af,i are connected to some nodes in the sets Af+1,2i and A1+1,2i+1. The subgraph induced by the nodes in these three sets is called the splitter of Ae,i. for O <1< d -1. The edges in a concentrator can be chosen in an arbitrary fashion, provided that each node in A has degree k, and each node in B has degree 2k, for some constant integer k. This defines a multibutterfly of degree 4k.
The multibutterfly structure is very similar to that of the butterfiy network, i.e., the buttertly network is a special case of the multibutterlly of degree 4. The basic advantage of the multibutterfly compared to the buttertly is that the multibuttetlly may satisfy some expansion properties if the edges inside the concentrators are chosen properly. Let I'(X), for a subset of nodes X, denote the set of the neighbors of the nodes in X. Then we say a concentrator G = (Au B, E) has (cr,~)-expansion if for any set X G A with 1X1 S @l, we have I17(X)I~~}X1. A muhibutterfly is said to have (cq @-expansion if all of its concentrators have (a, @-expansion. UpfaI [Upf89] shows that for any k, a, and D with 28 < k -1, and a > l/(2~)(2Bel+2fl) -litk-2~-lJ, there exists a multibutterfly of degree 4k with (CY,)-expansion.
Finally, we define a subclass of the multibuttertly networks which includes those multibutterflies that can be constructed by superimposing butterfly networks. Suppose the edges of a d-dimensional multibutterfly of degree 4k can be colored by k colors such that the network induced by the edges of each color are isomorphic to the d-dimensional butterfly. Then this multibutterfly is called a k-folded butterfly since it can be constructed by folding k butterfly networks. By folding, we mean that the labels of the nodes in the At,i sets of each of these butterfliesare permuted and the k nodes with same label in distinct butterflies are merged together to form a multibutterfly node. The k butterfly networks that define a multibutterfly are called underlying burteflies and we denote them by BF1,..., BFk.
3 The AKS network
Our description of the AKS network is based on Paterson's description [Pat90] . Ours is a little more general than Paterson's because we do not describe the building blocks, i.e., the separators and sorters, in detail.
The AKS network is a sorting network that consists of h . T rows that are partitioned into T stages of width n and of constant height h. Let
be the set of nodes on stage t,for O < t < T -1. Then each node (i, j) is connected via aforward edge to node (i, j + 1), for(l~z < n-l and O < j~h.T-l. In addition to [he t'orward edges, the network contains cot?zpure-e.rcllc~t]cqc,cd<qc.r which connect nodes in the same row, i.e., each conlparcexcbange edge connects a node (i, j) with a node (i', j), ['or Osi<i'sn-land O~j<h .T-l. Each nodeis incident to at most one compare-exchange edge.
The AKS network sorts n items in 2. h . T -1 = O(T) steps. At the beginning of step O, the items are placed at [he nodes in row O. In each even step, the two items located at the endpoints of each compare-exchange edge are compared, and the items are exchanged if they are in the wrong order. In each odd step, the items are moved along the forward edges to the next row. After step 2. h. T -2, the items are placed in sorted order on the nodes in row h . T -1.
Each stage of the AKS network consists of several independent building blocks. All of the compare-exchange edges are inside these building blocks. We initially describe the widths of these blocks as if they were real numbers. Ultimately, we will replace these ideal values by appropriate integers. Most of the building blocks are separators, some are sorters, and some are forward blocks. We give a brief overview of these blocks without going into details. Each separator of width m partitions its m input items into four parts, FL (far-left), CL (center-left), CR (center-right), and FR (far-right). We do not describe the structure of the separators but we are interested in the sizes of the four partitions. The size of FL and FR is J . m and the size of CL and CR is (1 -A), where, e.g, A = 1/8. The sorters return the m input items in sorted order. It is convenient to implement the sorters as Batcher's bitonic sorting network [Bat68]. All sorters have constant width, so they can be implemented in constant height h. The forward blocks include only forward edges and no compare-exchange edges.
In the following, we describe the widths of the building blocks and which output partitions of the blocks in stage t are connected to which blocks in stage t+ 1, for O~t < T -1. Our description is based on an oblivious sorting algorithm structured about a complete binary tree of depth log n which we imagine with the root at the top (on level O) and leaves below (on level log n). The algorithm works in T stages that are equivalent to the stages of the AKS network.
Consider a binary tree B with a "bag" at each node. Initially, the set of n items to be sorted is contained in the bag at the root. Suppose that at each stage, each node of the tree with a non-empty bag partitions the items in its bag into two halves, the smaller items, and the larger items, and then sends the smaller items to its left child and the larger items to its right child. Then the items will arrive in sorted order at the leaves of the tree. Unfortunately, it is not possible to split the items exactly into the two halves at each node in constant time. The strategy of the AKS algorithm is to make an approximate partition of items, which can be done by the separators. The items that are sent to the wrong child are then reprocessed in later stages.
We will not describe the algorithm in detail. Instead, we consider the flow of the items between the bags. The proof that the algorithm sorts can be found in Paterson's article [Pat90] . We define the size of a bag to be the number of items stored in that bag, and the capacity of a bag to be the maximum number of items that can be stored in that bag. During most stages, a bag is either empty or filled to its capacity. The capacity of each bag at level -t is x . ae, for a value of z thatis decreasing with stage number (and will be specified later) and some constant a, e.g., a = 3.
Special situations occur at the highest and lowest nonempty levels of the tree, so we start with a description of the sorting process at intermediate levels. 
(Hence, x = (1 -(1/4a2)) . n . Vt . at.) At the beginning of the algorithm all bags except for the root are empty. The root is filled to its capacity, i.e., it contains (1 -l/(4a2)) . n keys. Since we would like the root to behave as if it were an ordinary node, we place above it a subset of the items of size (1/4a2) -n. This subset we call the cold storage. The root exchanges keys with the cold storage as with a parent. Therefore, in odd stages, the capacity of the cold storage is half the root's parent's capacity plus l/8th the root's grandgrandparent's capacity, and so on. In even stages, its capacity is l/4th the root's grandparent's capacity, plus 1/16 the root's grandgrandgrandparent's capacity, and so on. This means the capacity of the cold storage in a step t is 1 .c-l(t) +;. c_3(t)+. ..=y if tis odd, and if t is even. The cold storage is the simplest structure in the AKS-network. It is implemented as a forward block.
During the course of the algorithm the items migrate down through the tree. We will arrange that there is at most one partially filled level. Above this, the levels are alternately empty and full as already described; below all the levels are empty. To achieve this, we require that at the partial level each bag should send up to its parent the normal number of items if it has sufficiently many. After this requirement is met, any remaining items can be sent down to its children in equal numbers.
In the final stages some of the separators are replaced by sorters and forward blocks. In particular, if the capacity of the root bag is smaller than r, for some constant r, e.g., r = 160, then the set of items in the root bag and the cold storage is sorted and separated into a left and right half. From these halves the root and the cold storage for each subtree can be immediately formed. After the first splitting step, a new splitting step will be required at regular bounded intervals, i.e., whenever the capacity of a bag becomes smaller than r, the separator is replaced by a sorter and the items are split into two halves. The algorithm finishes after stage T-1, in which the items of the bags on some level are sorted and all bags below this level are empty.
The widths of the building blocks in the AKS nelwork can be extracted from the above description. All sizes are specified as real numbers. Paterson gives a simple recipe for replacing the real numbers by integers without straying far from the ideal values. For each subtree rooted at a nonempty node, if the ideal total size of the subtree is a, then the actual size is 2 [a/21.
4
Embedding the AKS network into a multibutterfiy
In this section, we embed an AKS network into a mu]tibuttertly network. We denote the width of the AKS network by n, the number of stages by T, and the height of the stages by h. We assume that the widths of the building blocks, which are equivalent to the sizes of the bags, are defined by the parameters A, a, v, and r as described in Section 3.
An embedding maps a guest graph G to a host graph H. Nodes of G are mapped to nodes of H, and edges of G are mapped to paths in I-1. The load of an embedding is the maximum number of nodes of G mapped to any node of H. The congestion of an embedding is the maximum number of paths that use any edge in G. The dilation of an embedding is the length of the longest path. In general, the smaller the load, congestion, and dilation, the better the embedding. It is not difficult to show that if the load, congestion, and dilation of an embedding are constant, then the host H can emulate the guest G with constant slowdown.
Theorem 4.1 An AKS network of size N can be embedded into a 2-folded butterjly of size M <~. N + o(N) with load 1, dilution 2, and congestion 1, where h is a small constant depending on the AKS parameters v, a, r, and h.
Suppose thatthe AKS parametersare chosen according to Paterson's recommendation, which should minimize the size of the AKS network, i.e., v = 43/48, a = 3, r = 160, and h~36. Then~is smaller than 1.5. In the following, we describe the embedding and prove the result on the relationship of the network sizes.
Rough embedding.
The description of the AKS network is structured about a binary tree. The nodes of this tree represent bags whose sizes vary from stage to stage, i.e., over time. Instead of Iooking at one binary tree B with growing and shrinking bag sizes, we can imagine that we have T trees Be,..., BT-l of fixed sized bags, such that the bags in the tth tree represent the building blocks of the tth multibuttertly stage. In particular, each bag of tree Bt with size s is realized as a building block of width s and height h in stage t.
(Recall that the size of a bag is defined to be the number of items stored in that bag, and that the capacity ofa bag is defined to be the maximum number of items that can be stored in that bag.)
A natural partition of the AKS building blocks is to divide the blocks according to their stages. Then each partition corresponds to one of the t trees. In fact, this partition is the one implemented in the AKS network. For the embedding into the MBF, we divide the blocks of the AKS network according to the tree-levels into partitions PO, ..., PIOg~. This means that partition Pt includes all 21. T building blocks that are associated with a node on the llh tree-level in one of the T trees. In addition, we add the forward blocks of the cold storage to partition P., Define the size of a partition Pt to be to the sum of the sizes of all bags on the respective tree level 1. This size is denoted by IP11. Note that some bags in each partition have size O, i.e., all bags below the partial level, all bags of odd tree-levels in even stages, and all bags of even tree-levels in odd stages.
The MBF building blocks associated with the bags of partition Pc are embedded in the thh level of the MBF. Of course, we have to define more precisely which nodes in the building blocks in partition Pt are mapped onto which~A We map the AKS nodes of partition Pf,i onto the MBFnodes in set Af,i. (Recall that MBF level 4 is partitioned into 2e subsets At,o,..., At,2,_1.) Of course, in order to get an embedding with load 1, it is required that lAf,il~h~lPt,il which is the number of nodes represented by the partition Pt,i. It will be seen later that the size of Ae,i has to be a little bit larger than this value.
Suppose for the moment that we would add all AKS edges to the MBF regardless of the multibutterfly structure, i.e., suppose we would connect each pair of MBF nodes representing a pair of adjacent AKS nodes by an edge. Then each AKS edge that connects a node of a parent bag in subpartition Pt,i to a node of a child bag in subpartition P{+1,2i or Pf+1,2i+1 would be represented by an edge inside the multibuttertly splitter containing the sets Af ,i, Af+l ,2i, and Af+1,2i+1. In addition, the AKS edges inside the building blocks, and thus inside the subpartitions, would be represented by edges inside the Al,i sets. This means that any two MBF nodes that represent two adjacent AKS nodes are in the same splitter. Therfore, we can restrict ourselves in the following to give a description of the embedding inside the splitters. (1 + 1,0) ,..., (.? + l,m/2 -1), and the nodes in R are labeled (f+ l,rrt/2),..., (1+ 1, m -1). The edges leading from A to L we call left edges and the edges leading from A to R we call right edges. The edges between A, L, and R are defined by two butterfly networks BF1 and BF2 that are folded together to form a multibutterfly such that each node in A is incident to a left and a right BF1 edge and a left and a right BF2 edge. We assume that the left BF1 edge of a node (g, v) E A connects (t, v) to node (1+ 1, v mod (m/2)) EL, and the right BF1 edge connects it to node (t+ 1, rrz/2 + v mod (m/2)) E R. (These are the standard buttertly connections.) The edges of B172 will be defined later.
We assume inductively that the embedding is done for the levels log n through 1 + 1, and that the folding of BF'l and BF2 is fixed up to level i + 1. We have to describe the mapping of the AKS nodes in subpartition P := Pt,i onto the MBF nodes in A, and we have to determine the BFz edges between A and L U J? such that each AKS edge can be mapped to a path of length one or two, with congestion one. First, we describe how to implement the compare-exchange edges within the AKS building blocks of partition P, then how to implement the forward edges within the AKS building blocks of P, and finally, how to implement the forward edges between building blocks of P and building blocks of PL := Pf+l,zi and PR := Pf+1,2i+1.
Suppose u and v are two AKS nodes in P connected by a compare-exchange edge. Then we map u and v onto two MBF nodes (4, u') and (1, v') in A, respectively, so that v' -tit = m/2.~is means that the AKS edge between u and v can be simulated by a path of length 2. The path is (t,u') '4 (t+ l, U') '4 (/+ l,U' +rn/2) = (l?,V') .
Thus, each compare-exchange edge of the AKS network can be simulated by two left edges of BF1. Now we implement the forward edges inside the building blocks. Until now we have not used the freedom to determine the folding of the two butterflies, i.e., we have not fixed the edges of BF2. Any choice of connections for BFz in which each node of the set R is connected to two nodes in A such that each node in A is adjacent to one node in R is an admissible choice of connections for BFz. We use this fact to realize the forward edges. Consider an AKS node u c P. Suppose u is a node in row tof the AKS and u is connected by a forward edge to a node v in row t+ 1. Let u be embedded in node (t, u') and v in node (1, v') of A. We map the edge between u and v to a path of length 2 between (L, u') and (1, v'). This path consists of a right BF1 edge and a right BF2 edge. The path is (t, u') '~(1+1, m/2+ u mod (m/2)) '~(4,v') .
Note thatthis plugs in an admissible BFz edge between (1 + l,u') and (l, v'), or between (.4+ l,rn/2 + u') and (l, v').
Finally, we implement the forward edges between distinct building blocks, i.e., the edges between nodes in A and nodes in L U R representing adjacent AKS nodes associated with P and PL U PR, respectively. Let BL~L and BR~R be two arbitrary sets of nodes that are arranged symmetrically, i.e., BR={(l+ l, V+m/2)l(4+l, V) EBL} .
Define m' := [BL uBRI. Furthermore, let B C A be a set of nodes on level 1 of size mi. Suppose none of the BFz edges that we have plugged in until now are incident to a node in BL, BR, or B, and suppose we plug in an arbitrary matching of BF2 edges between BL U BR and B. Then these edges are admissible BFz edges. Now define BL to be the set of nodes in L that should be connected to nodes in A, and define BR to be the set of nodes in R that should be connected to nodes in A. We assume that BL and BR are arranged symmetrically. This can be done because the embedding into the two submultibutterflies below L and R can be assumed to be isomorphic since the two subtrees below a node in the AKS tree are symmetric. Unfortunately, we have already fixed the BF2 edges incident to the nodes in BR for embedding the forward edges inside the building blocks. Therefore, we have to modify the embedding described so far slightly. Define B~A to be the set of m' nodes above the nodes in BL andBR, i.e.,~:= {(~, u) I (~+ 1,0) E~1, U~H}. We change the above embedding so that no AKS node is mapped onto the nodes in B. This has a nice consequence: the BFẽ dges incident to BL and BR are not used for implementing the forward edges inside the building blocks. Finally, define B~A to be the set of nodes that must be connected to the nodes in BL and BR. Then we can simulate these edges by an appropriate matching of BF2 edges between BL UBR and B. This completes the description of the embedding from P into A. The load of our embedding is 1, the dilation is 2, and the congestion is 1 since no multibutterfly edge is used for simulating more than one AKS edge.
In order to implement the above embedding we have to assume that the size of A is not too small, or the other way round, that the size of partition P is not to big, i.e., the equation h . IPI + 1~1 S IAI must be satisfied since we have to map h. ]PI nodes associated with partition P onto the nodes in A\B. Each column (i.e., a sequence of forward edges) of a building block in P is connected to 2 building blocks that are not in P. In the worst case, both of these blocks are associated with PL or PR. Thus it holds 1~1~2. [Pl. Further, IPI = lPtl/2t, and IAI < m/2t, with m denoting the number of nodes on a multibutterfly level. Thus, the above description can be implemented if
for every tree level / of the AKS network. This yields a constraint on the relationship between the size of the AKS network and the multibutterfly.
Properties of the AKS network.
In order to investigate the maximum size of the AKS network which can be embedded into a given multibutterfly, we first calculate some properties of the AKS network, including the stage numbers at which the bags on level 1 first become non-empty, first become full, and then split. We also calculate the total number of stages, and the last level to perform a perfect split.
Define the capacity Ct (t) of a level .!!in the AKS tree to be the sum of the capacities of all bags on this tree level. Then
Note that the cold storage simulates a bag half the size of the root's parent, one quarter the size of the root's grandparent, and so on. Thus, we can imagine the cold storage as partitioned into an infinite number of virtual levels -1, -2, -3, and so on, such that the above equation for Cl(t) holds for any integer -W 5 i?S logn and t >0.
In the following, we say two tree levels 1 and 1' are congruent if t = t" (mod 2). Analogously, we say a tree-level 1 and a stage t are congruent if~s t (mod 2). For short we write 1 s @ or k?~t,respectively. In each stage t,each tree level 1 above the partial level is filled to its capacity if f?S t,and is empty if .!?~t. All tree levels below the partial level are empty.
For a stage t, define Ct(t) to be the sum of the capacities of all tree levels above level 4 and congruent to t.Then Cf(t) = c&.2(t)+ c&4(t)+c&_,5(t) + ...
if 1~t, and
ift?~t. Define tfto be the first stage in which the size of the bags on tree level 1 is larger than O. Then it is C'f(t:) < n. This is because.? is the partial level in stage t$, and therefore,~t(t~) is equivalent to the sum of the bag sizes above f! (all of these bags are full), which is at most n. Further, for every stage tin which 4 is below the partial level, i.e., for every stage t < t~, then~f (t)~n because all items are stored in levels above 4. Thus, tfj is the smallest integer congruent to I satisfying n >~t(t~) '~) n. vt~. (2a) 
-(t-2) .
This gives
for some z E [0,2 [. Define tfto be the firstcongruent stage in which treelevel 1?is filled to its capacity. Then tfis the first stage tin which the number of items stored in bags on tree level .4 or above this level is Ct(t) + Cl(t).Hence, Cf(t~) +~l(i!~) < n. Further, for each stage t < tfcongruent to t it holds C/(t) + f7~(t) > n. Thus, tf is the smallest integer congruent to t satisfying n > Therefore,
Ct(t:) + Ct(t:)
for some z E [0,2 [. Define t: to be the splitting stage of level L Then t: is the smallest integer congruent to L satisfying r~c~(t~) 'A) (1 -(2a)-2) . n . v~$ . ae . This is because a bag is split in the first congruent stage in which its capacity is not larger than r. Therefore,
The AKS algorithm finishes as soon as the bags on some tree level are split, i.e., are sorted, and all levels below this level are empty. We denote the tree level split in the last stage by l'. The splitting stage of 1" is~~= T -1. Level 1" is the first stage fulfilling Ct. (tf" )+ Cl.(tf#" ) z n, because the splitting stage of this level is the first splitting stage in which all n items are stored in bags of the split tree level or above this level. Therefore, f; is the smallest integer satisfying 
and hence,
The size of the AKS network.
In this section, we calculate an upper bound on the size of the AKS network that can be embedded into a multibutterfly with m nodes on each level according to the above description. That means we are looking for the smallest AKS network that fulfills Equation 2, i.e., (h+ 2) -IP41 g m, for every level/2 of the AKS tree. Thus, we have to bound the size of each partition Pt. We first assume ideal batch sizes and show later that the results for these values are close to the results for the correct integer values.
A special situation occurs for partition Po. This partition includes the root bags and the cold storage. The size of the root bag in an even stage t is Co(t), and in odd stages the size is O. The size of the cold storage in a stage t is co(t).
Hence. we have
03
[P,l <~c,(2t) +~c,(t) t=o t=o
Now we bound the size of partition Pz, for 1 S 4 S l". We first ignore the effects of the splitting step, i.e., we assume that r = O. Define Then the size of Pt can be bound as follows.
q In each stage t =~with t:~i! < t:, the size of the tree level is at most n -C't(t).
q In each stage t = f with i! z tf, the size of the tree level is at most Ct (t).
q In all other stages the size is O.
Thus, for 1< /~t?", we have
under the assumption that r = O. Now we assume r > 0. This means that the size of tree level 1 is increased by the size of the cold storage in each stage from the splitting stage of level 4, which is~, to the splitting stage of level 4 + 1, which is t~+l. Since the size of the cold storage is~l(t) s~t(t~) in each Shge t with t; < t < t~+l, the above bound is increased by an additive amount of at most (tp -t: -1) " M;) Up to now we have assumed that all bags have ideal sizes as real numbers. But the integer sizes can be larger than the ideal ones. Fortunately, both values differ only slightly, i.e., Paterson shows [Pat90] that each bag of ideal size b has integer size at most b + 2. Consider a level L We bound first the deviation due to integer rounding in the stages from t: to tfand then the deviation in the stages from tf to tf.The number of congruent stages between stage t: and i!! (exclusive t!) is at most log(liw) (2a)/2 + 1, and the number of batches on level t in a stage is at most 2? < 2~". For each of these batches in each of these stages we have to add at most 2 items to their ideal size in order to get an upper bound for the integer size. Thus, the integer size of a tree level deviates by an additive amount of at most
r.u2 ) =: fi4(V, a, r) from its ideal size during the stages from tfto tf+l -1. In the remaining stages, all bag sizes are not smaller than v . r/a, because this is a lower bound for the capacity of a bag on level 1 in stage tj+l-1, which is the splitting stage of the next level. Thus, the integer sizes deviate by a factor of at most v.r/a+2 2a
UT from the ideal sizes during the stages from tf to t~+l-1.
Define ii(v, a,r)) := max{~l .~f, (~z + K3) . K.5+~A}. Then it holds lPtl < ii . n, for every tree level 1. An AKS network can be embedded into a multibutterfly network with m nodes per level if Equation 2, i.e., (h + 2) . lP~l < m, is satisfied for every level f. Thus, the embedding is possible if we choose I m. I n'=l(h+d The size of the multibutterfly is &f = (log2 m + 1) . m, and the size of the AKS network is IV = h . T . n. Thus, m~ikf/(log2 m + 1) and n = iV/(h . T). In addition, log2m = log2n +@(l) and T z log2n"logv (~) -El(l).
Thus, we have
for~ (v, cz, r, h ) := (1 + 2/h) . R/log" (&), which is at most 1.494, for v = 43/48, a = 3, T = 160, and h > 36 as suggested in [Pat90] . This completes the proof of Theorem 4.1.
5
Routing it-relations on multibutterllies
In this section, we give a deterministic algorithm for routing h-relations on a multibutterlly with (a, @)-expansion. Given a d-dimensional multibuttertly, define Vt to be the set of the n = 2d nodes on level 1, for O < 1 s d. The nodes in V. are called input nodes, and the nodes in V~are called output nodes. Then an h-relation is a set of tuples of input and outputs nodes R C V. x vd such that each node vo E VO and each node of Ud E vd appears in at most h of the tuples in R. Each tuple (UO,?Jd) E R represents a packet that should be routed from an input node vo on level O to an output node Ud on level d, Each multibutterfly node can store only a constant number of packets. We assume that the multibutterlly has h -1 additional levels -(h -1),. ... -1 which model the initial storage for the at most h . n packets. Let Ve denote the set of nodes on level t?, for -(h -1) < 1 s -1. We assume that each level t? with -(h -1) s~~-1 is connected to level 1 + 1 by an (a, O)-expander, i.e., for any X C Vt with 1X1 < CX~it holds J?(X) n tl+, 2 BIXI. Upfal [Upf89] presents an algorithm for routing a permutation, or l-relation, in O(log n) steps. Our algorithm uses Upfal's algorithm as a subroutine.
Upfal's algorithm.
The algorithm routes a set of packets from the input to the output nodes of a multibutterfly with (cr, ,@-expansion with a z c and P z 1 + t, for constant C>o.
The rough routing paths can be explained as follows: a packet stored in a splitter aims to move along an edge of the left concentrator if its destination is in the submultibuttertly below the left half of the splitter, and it aims to move along an edge of the right concentrator if its destination is in the submultibutterflybelow the right half of the splitter.
We assume thateach input node stores (on levels -(h-1) through O) h packets that are partitioned into L batches B(0) ,..., B(L -1), such that no more than am. packets from each batch are routed through any splitter of size m. The indices of the batches are used as priority keys. A packet in batch B(i) has higher priority than packets in Uj>i B(j). The edges of each splitter are colored with 2k colors so that no two edges of the same color are incident to one node. The algorithm works in iterations. In odd iterations, the edges connecting odd levels to even levels are activated. In even iterations, the edges connecting even levels to odd levels are activated. Edges are activated one after the other according to the color order. Thus, in each step, only one edge incident to each processor is activated. When an edge from node (~, u) to node (~+ 1, v) is activated, if node (1. u) holds in its buffer a packet with higher priority than the packet slored in the buffer of (~+ 1, v), the two nodes exchange packets. (An empty buffer is considered a packet with the lowest priority. ) We extract the following Lemma from Upfal's analysis [upf89].
Lemma 5.1 Suppose the batches are chosen so that no more than am packets fmm each batch are routed through any splitter of size m. Then each packet has reached its destination in time O(log n + L).
For permutations, it is easy to split the packets into O(1) batches that fulfill the above condition. As a consequence, several permutations can be pipelined so that Upfal's algorithm takes time O(log n + h) for routing h permutations. Note that any h-relation can be split into h disjoint permutations, but it is not clear how to decompose an h relation into h disjoint permutations on the multibutterfly. Thus, the main problem of routing h-relations is to split the packets into appropriate batches. 
The new algorithm.
Define~to be the smallest power of 2 with K z h/a, and define p := d -log IC. For O < i s 2d/tc -1, define Mi to be the (log~)-dimensional submultibutterfly with node set {(~,~) l~S~sd,U/~j =i} .
Each Mi has K inputs on level p and~outputs on level d. AP,i is the input set of Mi. Figure 3 illustrates the situation. Our algorithm works in three phases.
Route the packets with Upfal's algorithm into the "correct" submultibutterfly whose inputs lie on level p, i.e., route each packet with destination (d, v) to an arbitrary node in AP, lVi~J. For each node (p, v) on level p, store all arriving packets in the column of (p, v), i.e., at a node (1, v) with -(h -1) <1~d, such that each node has to store at most a constant number of packets.
Phase 2 Note that the bound on the routing time for Phase 1 also guarantees that all packets received by a node on level p can be stored in the respective column such that each node has to store a constant number of packets. This is because each cohtmn consists of h + log n nodes, and each node on level p can receive at most one packet per time step.
Finally, we have to show how the ranks in Phase 2 can be computed efficiently. For each output node (d, u) in one of the submultibutterflies, this is done by a prefix computation. After this computation each node (p, v) on the input level of a submultibutterfly knows the number of packets with destination (d, u) that are stored in the columns with smaller indices than v, i.e., the number of packets stored at nodes (1, w) with w S v. Thus, node (d, u) can compute a disjoint range of ranks for the packets stored in its column. R prefix computations can be performed in time~+ log K = O(h) on each of the submultibuttetllies.
Thus, the ranks can be computed and distributed among the packets in the columns in time O(h + log n), which completes our proof.
•1
In the above algorithm, we have assumed that the value of K is known in advance. In order to avoid this, the algorithm can double the value of K beginning with some tc z log n and test for each~if Phase 1 can be completed in the time stated above. Note that this increases the routing time only by a constant factor.
A more practical solution.
When h is known in advance, and h = O(log n), another practical solution is to replace the~-input submuhibutterflies with~x~meshes of trees.
AK. x K mesh of trees consists of an array of nodes with rows and K columns. The nodes in each row serve as the leaves of a complete binary tree called a row tree, and the nodes in each column serve as the leaves in a column tree. Hence, node (i, j) in the array serves as both the ith leaf in the jth column tree, and the jth leaf in the ith row tree. An hrelation can be routed between the roots of the column trees and the roots of the row trees in O(h + log K) steps by simply routing each packet down its column tree to the appropriate row, and then up through the row tree to its root.
In our application, the roots of the column trees in a mesh of trees replace the inputs of a~-input submultibutterfly, and the roots of the row trees replace its outputs. A R x~mesh of trees has 3~2 -2tc = EI(R2) nodes. Since there are n/~meshes of trees, they contain a total of @(n . K) nodes. For h = O(log n) (and hence K. = O(log n)), this total is O(n log n), the same as the number of nodes in an n-input multibutterfly. Thus, replacing the submultibutterflies by the meshes of trees does not increase the asymptotic number of nodes. Also, the VLSI layout area of a~x~mesh of trees is @(K2 logz~). Since there are n/K of them, their total VLSI layout area is @(n . K log2 K). Since the layout area of the multibutterflies is @(n2 ), replacing the submultibutterfl ies with the meshes of trees does not increase the asymptotic VLSI layout area.
Networks besides the mesh of trees could be plugged in as well, e.g., a K.x K mesh would work, but its routing algorithm would be slightly more complicated.
6
Simulating expansion on a 2-folded butterfly
The concentrators of a 2-folded butterfly have poor expansion. This can be shown as follows. Consider a concentrator G = (A U B, E) of a 2-folded multibuttertly with input set A of size m and output set B of size m/2. G can be constructed from a bipartite m x m graph G' = (AU B', E') of degree 2 by merging together two nodes from B' to form a node in B. For each subset X~A, itis lr(X)\ s 1X1 + 1 in G!, because a degree-2 graph consists only of some node disjoint cycles. It is easy to check that the same bound on the expansion holds for the concentrator G.
However, the following theorem shows that the effective expansion can be improved by simulating multibutterflies with higher degree.
Theorem 6.1 For any a and~with afi < 1/4, there exists 2-folded but~erfly A that can simulate with constant slowdown a multibuttefly B of the same size thal has (a,~)-expansion.
Proofi
We describe a d-dimensional 2-folded buttertly A and an equal-sized multibuttertly B of degree 4k such that A can simulate B with constant slowdown. A and B will be constructed randomly, and we will prove that the probability that B has (cr,~)-expansion is bigger than O. This proves that there exists a multibuttertly B with appropriate expansion that can be simulated on a 2-folded butterfly A.
Consider the first k levels of the 2-folded butterfly A. We define these levels by describing the underlying butterfly networks BF1 and B17z, i.e., the two butterflies from which A can be constructed.
We assume that BF1 has the "usual" butterfly node labels, i.e., the edges of BF1 connect a node (/, VO,..., Vd-l ) on level 1 to the nodes (t+l, vo,..., vt,..., vd_l) and (1+1, vo,..., ti~,..., v~_l) on level 1?+ 1.
BF2 is defined randomly. For any 1 5 1 s k and z E {O, l}k, suppose #f,, is a permutation chosen randomly and uniformly from the set of permutations on {O, 1}d-k. Then each node (4, v) with v = (VO,... , Vd_l) E {O, l}d is connected by a BF2-edge to node (t+l, uo,..., (&.l>#f+l,(vo,. ..,
u1)I)
Wk> -s -> v&l)) .
Intuitively, this edge flips randomly the last d -k bits of the node labels. (The second 13F2 -edge of a node which leads to level 4 + 1 can be chosen arbitrarily.) Next we define the first k levels of the degree-4k multibutterfly B. Consider level t of B with O~./~k -1. Suppose~i,z is a permutation chosen randomly and uniformly from the set of permutations on {O, l}k-t, for 1 < i s k and z E {O, l}d-(k-t).
Let (1, v) be a node on level .? with V=(vo, . . . ,W-1) E {O,l}d. Define z := ?JO,..., vt_I, y := vf+l, . . . ,Vk, and Z := Vk+l, . . . ,Vd_l. Further, define Y1 =~i,(z,(),.) (y), and Z1 := @~/ZO,VI)(Z)! for 1 S i S k. Intuitively, the r-permutations swi~ch randomly the y-bits, and the r&permutations switch randomly the z-bits. We connect (4, v) = (~, (z, {O, 1}, y, z)) with 2k nodes on level 1 + 1, i.e., with the nodes (1+ l,(z,o,yi,zj) ) and (t+ l,(z,l,vi,zi)) , for 1 s i s k. Note that all edges are inside the splitters and that each node on level 1 + 1 is the endpoint of 2k edges. The 2-folded butterfly A can simulate B with constant slowdown since there is a path in A of length at most 2k -1 from (.4,v) /+ l,(z, b', y;, z;) ) .
We now investigate the expansion of B. Consider one of the concentrators in the first k levels. It consists of a node set A = At,t and a node set B = At+1,2i or B = A1+1,2i+1 with O~l~k-land O<is2t-l. Define m:=lAl. Suppose that~i and @i, for 1~i~k, are random functions such that each node in A is connected with k nodes chosen independently randomly from B. Then the probability that all edges that are incident to nodes in a subset X~A have their endpoints in a subset Y~B is (12)k"'x' =R3k"x' Actually,~i and~i, for 1~i~k, are independent random permutations instead of random functions. However, it is easy to check that this does not increase the above probability. As a consequence, the probability that the concentrator has no (a, /3)-expansion is at most We choose k > (~. log(e/(2@?)) + log(4e/a))/ log(l/(4@?)). Then the above term bounding the probability of a bad event in one concentrator is smaller than 2-fk+l). Thus, the probability that all 2k+l concentrators of the first k levels have (a, /3)-expansion is greater than O. Consequently, we can choose the edges of A so that A can simulate the first k levels of a multibutterlly with (a,~) expansion. The levels k to d -1 of A can be viewed as 2k independent 2-folded butterflies of dimension d -k. Applying the above scheme recursively to these butterflies completes our proof. u
Open problems
We conclude with a few open problems.
1.
8
Can an N-node multibuttetiy whose splitters have (a,~)-expansion property be embedded with constant load, congestion, and dilation, in an O(N) -node AKS network whose building blocks have (a, @ (or better) expansion?
What is the complexity of selecting the kth largest item from among &f items on an N-node bounded-degree network for w(l)~M/N < o(log N log log(M/N)) ?
